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After making the payment they are redirected back to the e-commerce website and notification data is also
sent with redirection. Widely used e-commerce platforms such as Magento, Volusion and X-Cart are designed
to accept payments using Authorize. Plus, you need updated infrastructure and a reliable internet connection to
process mobile payments. Security Data security is essential for safe online payments. The percentage they
take goes down depending on monthly sales volume. Therefore, mobile payment providers are focusing on
improving security by using technology advancements such as tokenization which replaces your financial data
on your device to provide extra protection. Research shows that repeat customers spend much more than
first-timers, so you can integrate loyalty programs to boost your profits. The software should have enough
support to guide the more inexperienced employee through any questions or complications they have. Find out
if you need to pay extra for support. Finally, you can automatically transfer the money you receive to a bank
account or debit card. This kind of technology ensures the info hackers can get their hands on becomes totally
useless. You get access to customer data such as their preferred payment method, how much they spend, how
frequently they shop at your store, and other info. Braintree Braintree is an online payment gateway and
merchant account solution known for working with popular tech startups such as Airbnb and LivingSocial. It
is safer than carrying cards in your wallet. Quickly handle customer refunds and returns. Enables your
customers to select a tip amount and automatically adds a tax rate based on your GPS location. Consumers
spend many hours on the internet every day for different tasks. This can be an issue for small businesses in
developing countries. Source: Amazon Payments fees 5. A mobile wallet stores payment info in an app.
Access is gained by cutting a hole in the floor, and theft occurs. A payment gateway allows merchants to
securely pass credit card information between the customer and the merchant and also between merchant and
the payment processor. Process payments safely by ensuring the security of payment details. Each question is
worth a total of five marks. Companies can enable Amazon customers to simply login and pay using their
Amazon credentials. Local bank integration These are similar to hosted payment gateways. ACH stands for
Automated Clearing House and most payment processors offer ACH payment options to their customers,
especially for monthly- and subscription-based transactions. Many processors such as the ones listed below act
as both the merchant account as well as the payment gateway. Net : Enables e-commerce merchants to accept
online payments via credit card and e-check. The system that we are going to implement cuts down the costs
of maintaining a product serial number based database and most importantly saves time in the checkout
process and hence an expanding customer base for the store that it is implemented in. Potential Issues
Outdated infrastructure and technology. Source: Pricing â€” Braintree 8. Key Features of Payment Gateway
Software International payments Some payment gateway tools offer multi-currency and international
payments as well as an interface supporting multiple languages. Dwolla Dwolla is a direct competitor to
PayPal. Platform based payment gateway solutions This type offers a platform to e-commerce merchants to
sell goods directly from their server.


